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Complex Time Series from a Modulated
Semiconductor Laser: Its Determinism Exploration

Yuh-Fung Huang, Herng-Yih Ueng, Cheng-Rong Chung, Li-Wei Tu,
Tsong-Shin Lim, Wei-Chou Chen, and Jyh-Long Chern

Abstract—A singular value decomposition (SVD) eigenvalue
spectrum is employed to explore the deterministic nature of the
complex time series from a modulated semiconductor laser. With
this method, the signature of chaos can be quickly identified and
the noise contamination ratio can also be estimated. Relations
between the supplied modulation of laser diode and the noise level
are illustrated. The connection between relative intensity noise
and the noise floor in the SVD spectrum has also been clarified.

Index Terms—Laser noise, modulation, noise measurement,
semiconductor lasers, signal analysis, time series.

I. INTRODUCTION

SEMICONDUCTOR lasers have been a key element in
the active field of optoelectronics, which include, for

example, optical communications, optical sensors, and optical
data recording systems. The performance of these systems
mostly depends on the operation of the laser diode with
regard to its modulation and noise characteristics. Thus, studies
of the dynamical response of laser diodes have been of
great importance for optoelectronic systems in which a di-
rectly modulated semiconductor laser is of interest, particularly
for its potential applications [1], [2]. Essentially, due to
spontaneous emissions (quantum noise), the power emitted
by a semiconductor laser fluctuates around its steady-state
value and the time series may become complex. Usually,
the characterization of the fluctuation behavior is based on
relative intensity noise (RIN) [3]. On the other hand, the
introduction of modulation in a semiconductor laser causes the
system to be nonautonomous and provides one more degree of
freedom in terms of phase space [4]. Therefore, it opens the
possibility of chaos and may also bring out a complex time
series. Indeed, it is known that chaos does occur in a directly
modulated semiconductor laser [5], [6]. Several groups have
reported nonlinear behavior, such as period doubling, period
tripling, and chaos, when they operated the bias of laser diodes
above threshold and with a directly modulated frequency well
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above the relaxation frequency [7]–[10]. Hence, a serious
consideration of the complex time series exhibited in a directly
modulated semiconductor laser requires an investigation of the
interplay between quantum noise (spontaneous emission) and
dynamical structure. Furthermore, since in real systems there
is a variety of noise sources that are inevitable, the time series
is always noisy to some degree. Two key questions are:how
could we recognize the intrinsic dynamical nature of a noisy
time series? Could we test the determinism and estimate noise
inhibited in a directly modulated semiconductor laser from a
time series?

Indeed, how to recognize the determinism in an experimen-
tal measurement of a time series is a topic of current interest.
Sugihara and May utilized short-term predictability to explore
this issue [11]. On the other hand, Kaplan and Glass proposed a
direct test of deterministic dynamics by measuring the average
directional vectors in a coarse-grained reconstructed phase
space [12]. Waylandet al. further proposed an effective and
computationally simplified method based on the approach of
Kaplan and Glass [13]. Essentially, they used scalar time series
data to form a vector series in reconstructed phase space and
developed a statistic to measure the observed continuity of
the vector trajectory. The advantage of this approach was
further supported by Salvino and Cawley [14], mainly the
continuity inherent in an embedded phase space is enough to
imply the determinism in a time series. Although determinism
has been addressed, there still remain some open questions.
In practice, the main difficulty of the phase-space continuity
approach is thatthe ball size, which is used to determine the
statistics of directional vectors, cannot be known in advance.
This causes ambiguity and gravely limits its application. To
resolve the difficulty, Lihet al.proposed employing a singular-
value decomposition (SVD) eigenvalue spectrum as a measure
of determinism [15]. This SVD approach also provides an
estimate of the strength of the noise embedded in the time
series.

Historically, Broomhead and King first suggested the SVD
approach, and it has been shown that the SVD method can
be used to extract qualitative information from experimental
data [16]. For example, Albantoet al. used the SVD approach
to calculate the correlation dimension of an attractor from a
scalar time series [17]. The SVD algorithm can also be used to
evaluate Lyapunov exponents from a time series, an approach
introduced by Stoop and Parisi [18]. In a further application,
Cawley and Hsu employed it for noise reduction in chaotic
systems [19]. In this paper, we will mainly employ this SVD
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approach to explore the dynamics of a directly modulated
semiconductor laser.

II. SVD CHARACTERIZATION SCHEME

In this section, we briefly describe the scheme for SVD
characterization. We assume that a dynamical system can be
explicitly described by the differential equations

where is the state vector. If
physically one variable say is measured, then we
have a time series where is the time difference
between two successive measurements, and

. Here, we denote the time delay as
the total number of data, and the embedding dimension.
Next, we construct a-dimensionalvector

based on the Taken delay-coordinate
map theorem [20], [21]. Although the chaotic dynamical
feature can be established with a few degrees of freedom
(larger than or equal to three), the stochastic fluctuation is
essentially of infinite dimension. To deduce the SVD eigen-
value spectrum, a large value ofhas to be chosen to reflect
nonlinear dynamical features and the inevitable stochastic
fluctuationssimultaneously. As shown below, a typical value,

should be enough to distinguish the deterministic
information of chaos from stochastic fluctuations reflected by
the noise floor. With these
one can define an trajectory matrix

(1)

The trajectory matrix contains all of the dynamic informa-
tion. Using the SVD method, we can decompose the matrix
following the expression where is an
orthogonal matrix, is a orthogonal matrix, and is a

diagonal matrix, i.e.,
. The index of dimension

ranges from 1 to . The matrix is the singular-value matrix
of and is the corresponding singular value at theth
index. Since and
are the eigenvalues of and is the corresponding set
of eigenvectors. Thenormalized could be rearranged in
descending order and is known as the SVD spectrum [15].

It has been shown that both uniform and Gaussian white
noise sources have almost identical flat SVD spectra, whereas
a periodic signal and a quasi-periodic signal have sharply
dropping SVD spectra when the index of the dimension
increases [15]. For chaotic signals, the curve of the SVD
eigenvalue spectrum displays two segments. The first segment
displays an exponential decay where the decay rate mainly
reflects the discrimination of the different chaotic models. The
second segment displays an approximately horizontal line,
namely the noise floor. The magnitude of the eigenvalue at

the noise floor indicates the strength of noise embedding
in the time series. In addition, the ratio between the noise
strength (we label it as ) and the strength of signal without
the noise (we denote it as ) obeys the expression

based on extensive numerical tests, as
shown in [15]. Here, noise means that it is generated from a
stochastic process and “the signal without noise” means that
the signal is originated from a purely deterministic dynamic
source.

The origin of the nonsudden drop characteristic in the SVD
eigenvalue spectrum of the chaotic attractor has a geometrical
interpretation The SVD algorithm seeks a complete set of
orthogonal base vectors, whose total number is an integer, for
the trajectory matrix. Each eigenvalue represents the weight
(projection) on the corresponding eigenvector for the trajec-
tory. However, it is known that the dimension of the chaotic
attractor is never to be an integer. Thus, the fractional value of
the dimension of the attractor contributes some nonvanishing
amount of eigenvalue to the rest of the dimension index.

III. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

Fig. 1 shows the experimental setup. The laser diode
was mounted on a bias network (bias-T) device, (model HP
11612A). The signal generator (HP 8648) serves as the RF
modulation source with a frequency range from 9 kHz to 3.2
GHz. In this experiment, the modulation frequency was 100
MHz and the modulation amplitude ranged up to 80 mV. It
will be shown that the experimental data is generic enough
for the discussion here even with such a low modulation
frequency. The current driver (ILX 3412) provides the dc-
bias current source for the laser diode (model APLD 660-5I,
Limate Corporation) with a threshold current around 30 mA
and an emission wavelength of approximately 660 nm.

The operating current in this experiment was fixed at one
of three values: below threshold (29 mA), near threshold,
(30 mA), and above threshold (35 mA). The laser diode was
temperature stabilized by an ILX 5910B temperature controller
with 0.2 C accuracy and 0.01C stability. The modulated
beam passed through a focusing lens and sent into a New
Focus 1601-AC low-noise photoreceiver of 1-GHz frequency
response. The power spectrum and time series were obtained
by measuring the output of the modulated laser beam from the
photoreceiver. The spectrum was measured with a spectrum
analyzer (HP 8591) having a frequency range from 9 kHz to
1.8 GHz. An oscilloscope (HP 54 542C) which has a 500-
MHz bandwidth and a 2 GSa/s sample rate recorded the
time series. There are 2048 data points per measurement with
0.5-ns sampling time. The entire system was automatically
controlled through the GPIB bus with NI LabView. To ensure
the repeatability of the data, each data point was measured
twice.

As a simple test, two kinds of purely electronic signals were
used; namely, a periodic sinusoidal wave with frequency 100
MHz and amplitude 80 mV from the synthesizer and a noise
signal with amplitude 80 mV from another noise generator.
Signals were fed into the bias- and the time series was
measured from the oscilloscope. As shown by line (a) in
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Fig. 1. The experimental setup.

Fig. 2. The SVD eigenvalue spectra of three kinds of signals. (a) Gaussian
white noise. (b) A periodic waveform from an electronic signal generator.
(c) A numerical periodic waveform with the same data length and the same
sampling rate of (b).

Fig. 2, the noise signal exhibits a flat eigenvalue spectrum,
whereas the periodic electronic signal exhibits a sudden drop
in the eigenvalue spectrum with a noise level around 10as
indicated by line (b). We determined the noise levelby aver-
aging eigenvalues of the noise floor. The ratiois estimated to
be about 0.027 which means an additional noise with strength
roughly equal to 2.7% of the purely periodic signal. For com-
parison, we generated a periodic sinusoidal wave by numerical
simulation with 300 points per circle that has exactly the same
data length and sampling rate as the signal in measurement.
As shown by line (c) in Fig. 2, the numerical periodic signal
exhibits an extremely low noise level (10 ). In this case,

which suggests that only the truncation error in
the computer has been included. It should be noted that the
noise level in the SVD spectrum of a periodic signal from the
synthesizer is much higher than that from a numerical simula-
tion. Thus, it sets the limitation of the noise level in our SVD
spectrum analysis. An enlarged portion of the SVD spectrum
for the electronic white noise and periodic signal is shown in
Fig. 3 wherenonflatnoise floor levels occur. The result shows
that the nature of the noise of the synthesizer is dynamical and

it is not an additive observation noise. The purity of the peri-
odic signal is imperfect, not only for the noise contamination,
but also for the dynamical interplay with the noise.

We have also performed an additional high-frequency mea-
surement to enclose the SVD determinism test in the high-
frequency range. The experimental setup is the same as that
for the low-frequency (100 MHz) measurement shown in Fig.
1, except that we used a high-bandwidth digitizing oscilloscope
(HP 54 750) and a New Focus 1537 high-speed (6 GHz)
photoreceiver. This setup enables us to collect 4096 data points
per measurement with a modulation frequency range from 1
to 1.5 GHz. We are also able to test the determinism of the
modulation response of the laser diode near the relaxation
frequency, which is 1.1 GHz.

IV. L ASER DIODE STUDIES

In this section, we present the results for the laser diode
as an experimental demonstration of [14]. Because the noise
characteristics changed as the modulation depth was varied, we
evaluated the SVD eigenvalue spectrum with the modulation
depth ranging from 0 to 80 mV. The 20-mV modulation level
corresponds to 1 mA of bias current. In addition, the dc bias
of the laser diode was set at three different values (i.e., below
threshold, near threshold, and above threshold) to gain more
features of the dynamics. Since the noise level of the electronic
periodic signal is 10 it may be questioned whether it is
possible to utilize the SVD spectrum to explore the laser
diode (LD) characterization in which noise might dominate.
We show a typical comparison in Fig. 3 where line (a) is from
the electronic white noise, line (b) is from the signal from
the modulated LD, and line(c) is from the periodic electronic
signal. For the LD, the spectrum has a noise floor of10
which is higher than that of the electronic signal.

A. Below Threshold (BT)

When the dc bias is below the LD threshold current, there
is only spontaneous emission. Indeed, when the modulation
depth is sufficiently large, noisy laser light will be generated.
A typical time series (ac signal) is shown in Fig. 4(a). It is
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Fig. 3. Three SVD eigenvalue spectra. (a) A uniform white noise from a
signal generator. (b) A typical deep modulated semiconductor laser signal at
below threshold condition. (c) A periodic waveform from an electronic signal
generator.

Fig. 4. The time series from a modulated semiconductor laser of 80 mV
at three different biases. (a) 29.0 mA (below threshold). (b) 30.0 mA (near
threshold). (c) 35.0 mA (above threshold).

difficult to judge and distinguish the stochastic nature directly
from the time series whereas this difficulty can be solved with
the SVD spectrum. In the case of zero modulation depth, one
still can see that the corresponding SVD spectrum is not flat,
as shown by (1) of Fig. 5(a). Meanwhile, as shown in Fig. 5(a),
different modulation depths all show the feature of a declined
floor. This declined floor indicates that the nature of this noise
is dynamical [14]. This is expected since the noise is from
spontaneous emission. As the modulation depth increases, the
system will be driven to the condition of above threshold, and
thus stimulated emission will be enhanced. Therefore, it is
expected that a higher modulation depth will cause a lower
noise level. This matches the experimental result as shown by
(2) and (3) of Fig. 5(a), where the signal-to-noise ratiosare
0.92, 0.27, and 0.11 for (1)–(3), respectively.

From the slope of the first segment of the SVD spectrum,
with the decay rate can be estimated,
so that the nature of signals can be characterized in the
following manner: for white noise, for periodic,

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. The SVD eigenvalue spectra of Fig. 4 but with different modulation
amplitudes: (1) off, (2) 20 mV, and (3) 80 mV, respectively. Biases are (a)
20.0 mA (below threshold), (b) 30.0 mA (near threshold), and (c) 35.0 mA
(above threshold).

and for a chaotic signal. From Fig. 5(a), as the
modulation depth increases, thevalue becomes smaller. The
shallow modulation, which integrates with the spontaneous
emission, causes the laser light to be more regular. Thus, a
steeper curve of SVD spectra takes place, in contrast to what
occurred with off-modulation. It is also interesting to note that,
in deep modulation levels like 80 mV, the SVD spectra display
chaotic behavior. This can be reidentified as a peak-to-peak
return map of the time series, as shown in Fig. 6(a).

The appearance of chaotic behavior in the condition of
below threshold (BT) with deep modulation is difficult to
explain. It is suspected that a deep modulation causes the
system to wander between different stable states, i.e., making
the laser light switch between the states of spontaneous and
stimulated emission as it crosses the lasing threshold (an
imperfect transcritical bifurcation) [20]. In such conditions
(of deep modulation), photons would not be able to follow
every cycle, causing the laser to show unequal peak powers
[as shown in Fig. 4(a)].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6. The peak-to-peak return map of Fig. 4. Biases are (a) 20.0 mA (below
threshold), (b) 30.0 mA (near threshold), and (c) 35.0 mA (above threshold).

B. Near Threshold (NT)

As the bias nears the lasing threshold, spontaneous emission
will be suppressed and stimulated emission takes place. Thus,
the noise level will be lower in comparison with that of BT.
Again, as the modulation is off, [since it is near threshold
(NT)], the same dynamical noise is exhibited. Hence, one can
expect a similar feature as that of BT. As shown in Fig. 5(b),
the features are nearly identical. On the other hand, as the
modulation depth increases, one can expect a lower noise floor.
The experimental result fits very well as shown in Fig. 5(b),
where is 0.51, 0.26, and 0.09 for (1)–(3), respectively.

Nevertheless, there appears a nonsudden-drop feature for
some modulation depths, as indicated by (2) and (3) in Fig.
5(b). These unusual features cannot be easily explained. In
Fig. 5(b), the case of small modulation [i.e., (2)] displays
a bigger than that of (3). In the case of NT, an applied
modulation causes a feature that usually only appears in the
case of deep modulation, (i.e., the output signal embodies a

spike shape): the deeper the modulation is, the steeper the
spike shape is. However, it should be noted that, when spiking
occurs, one should be careful about the result of the SVD
analysis. Therefore, we double-check them with the peak-to-
peak return map. As shown in Fig. 6(b), we found that both
BT and NT display chaotic features while, for the latter case, a
more crowded distribution of points in the peak-to-peak return
map appears.

C. Above Threshold (AT)

Next, let us explore the case of above threshold (AT) with
LD dc bias at 35 mA. We show the typical time series in
Fig. 4(c) where modulation has been added. Other than the
floor indicating noise characteristics, the eigenvalues all drop
quickly, indicating the periodic characteristic, as shown in Fig.
5(c), where the ratios of are 0.51, 0.17, and 0.045 for (1)–(3),
respectively. Thus, deeper modulation amplitude makes the
noise floor lower.

We found that the first segment of the SVD spectrum shows
a sudden-drop behavior in all modulation situations. The peak-
to-peak return map of Fig. 6(c) indicates the nature of this
sinusoidal periodic signal.

It is generally believed that pumping fluctuation, timing
jitter, and random spontaneous emission noises can induce
output fluctuations. Let’s take a close look at Fig. 4(a) and
(c). It is noted that a noise filter has been used on the current
driver. Since the only difference occurring between Fig. 4(a)
and (c) is the pumping level, the noise environments should
be similar. However, the fluctuations in Fig 4(a) are different
from those in Fig. 4(c). We believe that the deterministic nature
should play an essential role for such noise-like behavior. We
will return to this point later.

D. High-Frequency Modulation

We also employ the SVD spectrum to do the determinism
test in the high-frequency range. As the modulation frequency
range is adjusted, the SVD spectra display almost the same
behaviors within the entire frequency range. The typical re-
sults of the SVD spectrum in the condition of the above
threshold of a high-frequency modulation is shown in Fig.
7, where different frequencies, namely 1.1, 1.3, and 1.5 GHz
are presented. All the spectra show a sudden dropping feature
with the characteristic of periodic signal. It is worthwhile to
note that the embedding noises for the LD are large in all
three frequency conditions, where is about 0.18 for all
three cases. We should note that, in high-frequency detection,
we are unable to have a low-noise detector like that used in
low-frequency detection. Thus, this may affect the results in.

This study can be summarized as follows. The value of
could be used to judge the efficiency of modulation as shown
above. The efficiency of modulation is the best in the condition
of AT. A higher bias level could make the noise floor lower,
and, as a result, the bias level of the laser and its modulation
depth influences the noise characteristics. This finding should
be important when considering noise fluctuation in modeling
laser dynamics.
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Fig. 7. The SVD eigenvalue spectra for a modulated semiconductor laser
(AT) with modulation amplitude equal to 80 mV where the modulation
frequencies are (a) 1.1 GHz, (b) 1.3 GHz, and (c) 1.5 GHz, respectively.

V. CONNECTION TO RELATIVE INTENSITY NOISE (RIN)

Intensity fluctuation is usually characterized by relative
intensity noise (RIN). RIN serves as a measuring tool of the
noise characteristics of emitted optical power from the LD [3].
What is the distinction between the RIN value and the SVD
method in measuring the time series?By definition, the time
series of the power can be written as
where is a long time average of i.e., the mean power,
and describes the fluctuation of around the mean.
RIN is defined as

(5)

By definition, RIN is dimensionless since it is a normalized
quantity. The RIN used here is different from the noise of the
receiving photocurrent measured from an RF-spectrum ana-
lyzer, with dimension [1/Hz]. For a time series with the form

where is the dc bias, is the amplitude of
the periodic signal with a frequency of and is the white
noise with and it can be
shown that RIN is equal to . For a constant
time series with noisy fluctuation, RIN faithfully
represents the relative intensity fluctuation. However, for a
periodic signal with noisy fluctuation, the situation becomes
confused unless we employ an RF-spectrum analysis where
the influence of periodic signals can be removed. This shows
that RIN may not be a good quantity in determining relative
intensity fluctuation. Nevertheless, for small(or large ),
the RIN is proportional to the noise strength. On the
other hand, it was reported that the level of the noise floor

is in proportion to the logarithm of the signal-to-noise
ratio [15]. Thus, some linear correspondence should be
exhibited in the case of AT for modulated lasers. To verify
this possibility, we calculate the RIN value from the time
series of the modulated semiconductor laser. We compare the
RIN value with the average of eigenvalues from the noise
floor. As shown in Fig. 8(a), indeed for the case of AT (with
modulations), there exists a linear correspondence between the
RIN and the noise floor in the SVD eigenvalue spectrum. On

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8. Comparison between the RIN and the SVD noise floor. Five
different modulation levels have been tested, i.e., off, 5, 20, 50, and 80 mV,
respectively. The bias conditions are the same as those of Fig. 4: (a) 29.0 mA
(BT), (b) 30.0 mA (NT), and (c) 35.0 mA (AT).

the other hand, as shown in Fig. 8(b) and (c), they present
different characteristics for the conditions of BT and AT.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

By measuring the time series from a modulated semiconduc-
tor laser, we have experimentally shown that the SVD method
could be directly employed to test determinism and estimate
the noise contamination ratio. We also have verified that, for
the periodic sinusoidal waves from numeric simulation and
from the electronic signal generation, both of the SVD spectra
feature the sudden-drop while the former has a lower noise
floor. This difference is caused simply by the limitations of
the oscilloscope (measurement noise, resolution, and sampling
rate). Usually, a white Gaussian noise should be shown with
a flat SVD spectrum. Nevertheless, as soon as a dynamical
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noise exists in the experiment, the floor declines. Thus, one
can employ the SVD spectrum to test the purity of signals.

In addition to this, we have employed three different dc-bias
conditions to test determinism. Basically, in the conditions
of BT and NT, laser light displays the chaotic behavior
at deeper modulation. When biased close to the threshold
current of a laser, where it may exhibit a multimode emission
[3], a complicated dynamical behavior appears when a small
modulation is introduced. Indeed, in the mean time, the turn-
on delay or turn-on jitter could also occur. Thus, when a small
modulation is introduced under the condition of BT and/or NT,
the dynamic feature could be very complicated and chaos may
occur. However, in the condition of AT where mode structure
is simple, and if it can be a single-mode laser, the laser light
is expected to exhibit typical periodic characteristics as the
modulation is introduced. This is what we have shown above.
We also performed the measurement of the SVD spectrum
with modulation frequency near the relaxation frequency, but
only the characteristic of periodic signal embedding large noise
was found. The possible effect of nonlinear gain on the laser
diode might have eliminated the possible chaotic origin, as
was indicated by Agrawal [23]. We also estimated the signal-
to-noise ratio from the SVD spectrum, and we found that
the effect of reduction noise on modulation is best at the AT
condition. It is supposed that the noise could be suppressed by
generating a stimulated emission of laser light.

Finally, we have found that there exists a linear correspon-
dence between RIN and the noise floor in SVD eigenvalue
spectrum in the case of the AT condition. However, these
two measures are intrinsically different. Based on the above
experimental exploration, we have shown that the method
of SVD could be directly employed to test determinism and
estimate noise, which provides information beyond RIN.
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